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ON THE SYMMETRY ALGEBRAS OF
5-DIMENSIONAL CR-MANIFOLDS
ALEXANDER ISAEV AND BORIS KRUGLIKOV
Abstract. We show that for a real-analytic connected holomorphically non-
degenerate 5-dimensional CR-hypersurface M and its symmetry algebra s one
has either: (i) dim s “ 15 and M is spherical (with Levi form of signature
either p2, 0q or p1, 1q everywhere), or (ii) dim s ď 11 where dim s “ 11 can only
occur if on a dense open subset M is spherical with Levi form of signature
p1, 1q. Furthermore, we construct a series of examples of pairwise nonequiva-
lent CR-hypersurfaces with dim s “ 11.
1. Introduction
A classical problem in geometry is the investigation of automorphism groups and,
at the infinitesimal level, of symmetry algebras for classes of manifolds endowed
with geometric structures of fixed type. Given such a class C of manifolds, the
symmetry algebra ofM P C is the Lie algebra spMq of vector fields onM whose local
flows preserve the structure, and its dimension dim spMq is called the symmetry
dimension of M . In particular, an important question is to determine the maximal
value Dmax of the symmetry dimension over all M P C as well as its possible values
close to Dmax. In many situations this problem has been extensively studied and
the maximally symmetric M P C (i.e., those with dim spMq “ Dmax) have been
explicitly classified.
While describing large symmetry dimensions, one often encounters a gap phe-
nomenon, that is, the nonrealizability of some of the values immediately below
Dmax as dim spMq for any M P C. One then searches for the next realizable value,
the submaximal dimension Dsmax, thus obtaining the interval pDsmax, Dmaxq called
the first gap, or lacuna, for the symmetry dimension. The lacunary behavior of
dim spMq may extend further, and, ideally, one would like to determine all such
lacunas as well as to characterize—to the greatest extent possible—the manifolds
with sufficiently large nonlacunary values of dim spMq.
The best-known case for which the above program has been implemented with
much success, both in the global and infinitesimal settings, is Riemannian geometry
where C is the class of all smooth1 connected Riemannian manifolds of dimension
n ě 2. In this situation, spMq is the Lie algebra of all smooth vector fields on M
whose flows consist of local isometries, Dmax “ npn ` 1q{2, and the manifolds M
satisfying dim spMq “ Dmax are the spaces of constant curvature. Furthermore,
a number of lacunas for the symmetry dimension have been identified, and the
manifolds with sufficiently high nonlacunary values of dim spMq have been shown
to admit reasonable descriptions (see, e.g., [F], [Eg1], [Eg2, p. 219], [I2, Section 3],
[Ko, Chapter 2], [KN], [W]). For other geometric structures, results of this kind
can be found, e.g., in [I2], [Ko], [Kr], [KT], [Ma], [Tr].
Mathematics Subject Classification: 32C05, 32V40.
Keywords: real hypersurfaces in complex space, Lie algebras of infinitesimal CR-
automorphisms, gap phenomenon.
1In this paper smoothness is always understood as C8-smoothness.
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In this paper we turn to CR-geometry, in which case much less is known about
the behavior of the symmetry dimension. Recall that an almost CR-structure on
a smooth manifold M is a subbundle HpMq Ă T pMq of the tangent bundle of
even rank, called the CR-subbundle, or CR-distribution, endowed with operators
of complex structure Jp : HppMq Ñ HppMq, J
2
p “ ´id, that smoothly depend
on p P M . A manifold equipped with an almost CR-structure is called an almost
CR-manifold. The number rankpHpMqq{2 is denoted by CRdimM and called the
CR-dimension of M . The complementary dimension dimM ´ 2CRdimM is called
the CR-codimension of M .
Next, for every p PM we have HppMq b C “ H
p1,0q
p pMq ‘H
p0,1q
p pMq, where
H
p1,0q
p pMq :“ tX ´ iJpX | X P HppMqu,
H
p0,1q
p pMq :“ tX ` iJpX | X P HppMqu.
Then the almost CR-structure onM is said to be integrable if the bundle Hp1,0qpMq
is involutive, i.e., for any pair of local sections z, z1 of Hp1,0qpMq the commuta-
tor rz, z1s is also a local section of Hp1,0qpMq. An integrable almost CR-structure
is called a CR-structure and a manifold equipped with a CR-structure a CR-
manifold. In this paper we consider only CR-hypersurfaces, i.e., CR-manifolds
of CR-codimension 1.
If M is a real hypersurface in a complex manifold M with operators of almost
complex structure Jq, q PM, it is naturally an almost CR-manifold withHppMq :“
TppMq XJppTppMqq and Jp being the restriction of Jp to HppMq for every p PM .
Moreover, the almost complex structure so defined is integrable, thus M is in fact
a CR-hypersurface of CR-dimension dimCM´ 1.
Further, the Levi form of a CR-hypersurfaceM comes from taking commutators
of local sections of Hp1,0qpMq and Hp0,1qpMq. Let p PM , ζ, ζ 1 P H
p1,0q
p pMq. Choose
local sections z, z1 of Hp1,0qpMq near p such that zppq “ ζ, z1ppq “ ζ 1. The Levi
form of M at p is then the Hermitian form on H
p1,0q
p pMq with values in the space
pTppMq{HppMqqbC given by LM ppqpζ, ζ
1q :“ irz, z1sppq pmodHppMqbCq. For fixed
ζ and ζ 1 the right-hand side of this formula is independent of the choice of z and
z1, and, identifying TppMq{HppMq with R, one obtains a C-valued Hermitian form
defined up to a real scalar multiple.
As shown in classical work [C], [CM], [Ta1]–[Ta3], [Tr] (see also [BS]), the di-
mension of the symmetry algebra spMq of a Levi-nondegenerate connected CR-
hypersurface M of CR-dimension n does not exceed n2 ` 4n ` 3. Furthermore,
dim spMq “ n2 ` 4n` 3 implies that M is spherical, i.e., that near its every point
M is CR-equivalent to an open subset of the quadric
(1.1) QK :“
!
pz1, . . . , zn`1q P C
n`1 : Repzn`1q “
Kÿ
j“1
pRepzjqq
2´
nÿ
j“K`1
pRepzjqq
2
)
for some n{2 ď K ď n. The Levi form of QK has signature pK,n´Kq everywhere
and dim spQKq “ n
2 ` 4n` 3 for all K. Thus, for the class of Levi-nondegenerate
connected CR-hypersurfaces of CR-dimension n one has Dmax “ n
2 ` 4n ` 3.
Despite the above result being classical, the submaximal value Dsmax in the Levi-
nondegenerate setting has only been recently computed. Namely, in [Kr] it was
shown that Dsmax “ n
2 ` 3 in the strongly pseudoconvex (Levi-definite) case and
Dsmax “ n
2 ` 4 in the Levi-indefinite case. It is instructive to compare this result
with known bounds on the dimension of the stability group (see [EI] and references
therein for details).
It should be noted that the geometry of Levi-nondegenerate CR-hypersurfaces
is a particular instance of parabolic geometry and that the classical results stated
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above can be derived within the parabolic geometry framework (see, e.g., [CSc]).
Likewise, the argument of [Kr] is based on article [KT] where gap phenomena
for general parabolic geometries were studied. For an extensive introduction to
parabolic geometry we refer the reader to monograph [CSl].
In the absence of Levi-nondegeneracy, finding the maximal and submaximal
dimensions of the symmetry algebra is much harder. To simplify the setup, in this
case one usually switches to the real-analytic category by assuming the manifolds
and the vector fields forming the symmetry algebra to be real-analytic rather than
just smooth. In order to guarantee the finite-dimensionality of spMq it then suffices
to require that M be holomorphically nondegenerate (see [BER, §11.3, §12.5], [Eb],
[S]). Regarding the maximal possible value for dim spMq in this situation, we
mention the following variant of a conjecture due to V. Beloshapka (cf. [B, p. 38]):
Conjecture 1.1. For any real-analytic connected holomorphically nondegenerate
CR-hypersurface M of CR-dimension n one has dim spMq ď n2 ` 4n` 3, with the
maximal value n2 ` 4n` 3 attained only if on a dense open set M is spherical.
For n “ 1 the above conjecture holds true since a 3-dimensional holomorphi-
cally nondegenerate CR-hypersurface always has points of Levi-nondegeneracy. For
n “ 2 the conjecture was established in [IZ, Corollary 5.8] where the proof relied
on the reduction of 5-dimensional uniformly Levi-degenerate 2-nondegenerate CR-
structures to absolute parallelisms. Thus, for real-analytic connected holomorphi-
cally nondegenerate CR-hypersurfaces of CR-dimension n “ 1, 2 one has, just as in
the Levi-nondegenerate case, Dmax “ n
2`4n`3. Note, however, that this maximal
value is not available for n ě 3 as Conjecture 1.1 remains open in this case.
Next, it was shown in [KS] that for n “ 1 the condition dim holpM,pq ą 5 for
p PM implies thatM is spherical near p, where holpM,pq is the Lie algebra of germs
at p of real-analytic vector fields on M whose flows consist of CR-transformations.
The authors called this statement the Dimension Conjecture and argued that it can
be viewed as a variant of H. Poincare´’s proble`me local. It is also related to char-
acterizations of 3-dimensional CR-hypersurfaces in terms of the dimension of their
stability groups (see [KL] and references therein). The method of proof proposed in
[KS] is rather involved and based on considering second-order complex ODEs with
meromorphic singularity. On the other hand, in our recent paper [IK] we gave a
single-page proof of the conjecture by using only known facts on Lie algebras and
their actions. Furthermore, applying the argument of [IK] to the symmetry algebra
spMq instead of holpM,pq, one obtains Dsmax “ 5.
In the present paper we focus on the case n “ 2, i.e., on the case of real-analytic
connected holomorphically nondegenerate CR-hypersurfaces of dimension 5. One
of our goals is to determine the submaximal dimension Dsmax in this situation.
In our first main result, Theorem 2.6, we show that one has either dim spMq “
n2 ` 4n ` 3 “ 15 and M is spherical (with Levi form of signature p2, 0q or p1, 1q
everywhere), or dim spMq ď 11 with the equality dim spMq “ 11 occurring only
if on a dense open subset M is spherical with Levi form of signature p1, 1q. In
particular, this result improves on the statement of Conjecture 1.1 for n “ 2 and
yields Dsmax ď 11. As in the short proof of the main theorem of [KS] given in [IK],
our argument relies on Lie algebra techniques, notably on the description of proper
subalgebras of maximal dimension in sup1, 3q and sup2, 2q obtained in Propositions
2.1, 2.3.
Further, in Theorem 3.1 we give a series of examples of pairwise nonequivalent
CR-hypersurfaces with dim spMq “ 11 thus proving that Dsmax “ 11 (see Corollary
3.3). The examples of Theorem 3.1 also lead to the following analogue of the result
of [KS] for n “ 2: the condition dim holpM,pq ą 11 for p P M implies that M
is spherical near p, and this estimate is sharp (see Corollary 3.4). The examples
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of Theorem 3.1 are quite nontrivial, and in Section 4 we explain in detail how
our search for them was organized. Our strategy is summarized in Theorem 4.5,
which is a result of independent interest. In fact, our methods point towards a
potential classification of all CR-hypersurfaces with dim spMq “ 11 (see Remark
4.6 for details).
Finally, in Theorem 5.1 we show that every integer between 0 and 10 is also
realizable as the symmetry dimension of a real-analytic connected holomorphically
nondegenerate 5-dimensional CR-hypersurface.
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2. CR-hypersurfaces with large symmetry algebras
2.1. Subalgebras of maximal dimension in sup1, 3q and sup2, 2q. We start by
proving two algebraic propositions.
Proposition 2.1. For any proper subalgebra h of g :“ sup1, 3q one has dim h ď 10,
and in the case of equality h is conjugate to the parabolic subalgebra p13, which is
equal to gě0 in the contact grading g “ g´2 ‘ g´1 ‘ g0 ‘ g1 ‘ g2.
Remark 2.2. Abstractly, we have p13 “ g0 ‘ g1 ‘ g2 “ psup2q ‘ R
2q i heis5, where
heis5 :“ g1‘ g2 “ C
2‘R (with the natural g0-module structure) is the Heisenberg
algebra. This is the only parabolic subalgebra of g up to conjugation.
Proof. By Mostow’s theorem (see [Mo]), a maximal subalgebra of a semisimple
Lie algebra is either parabolic, or pseudotoric (the stabilizer of a pseudotorus), or
semisimple. The first case yields, up to conjugation, the parabolic subalgebra p13.
In the second case, a pseudotorus is a 1- or 2-dimensional subalgebra of a Cartan
subalgebra of g. The stabilizer of such a subalgebra has maximal dimension in
the 1-dimensional case when it is conjugate to either up3q or up1, 2q. Hence, the
dimension of a pseudotoric subalgebra does not exceed 9.
The last case, when h is semisimple, is the most complicated. First, we list all
simple real Lie algebras of dimension less than dim g “ 15:2
(2.1)
p3Dq sup2q “ sop3,Rq “ spp1q, sup1, 1q “ slp2,Rq “ spp2,Rq;
p6Dq slp2,CqR “ sop1, 3q;
p8Dq sup3q, sup1, 2q, slp3,Rq;
p10Dq spp2q “ sop5q, spp1, 1q “ sop1, 4q, spp4,Rq “ sop2, 3q;
p14Dq gc2 “ LiepG
c
2q, g
˚
2
“ LiepG˚
2
q.
If dim h “ 14, then h could be one of the simple Lie algebras shown in p14Dq
but this cannot happen as then h would have a nontrivial representation g{h of
dimension 1. Indeed, if the representation were trivial, then due to the existence of
an invariant complement, the algebra g “ h‘R would not be simple. Alternatively,
h could be the direct sum of several simple algebras from the above list due to the
partitions 14 “ 6 ` 8 “ 3 ` 3` 8 but any such sum is a semisimple Lie algebra of
rank 4 and thus cannot be embedded in the semisimple algebra g of rank 3.
2Here for a complex Lie algebra a, we denote by a
R
the underlying real Lie algebra. We also
use this convention for complex Lie groups.
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If dim h “ 13, then h could be the direct sum of a 3- and 10-dimensional algebras
from the list above, but g contains no sp-subalgebras of rank 2 shown in p10Dq.
Indeed, any such subalgebra would have to have a representation on C4 endowed
with an invariant Hermitian form of signature p1, 3q,3 which cannot occur in any of
the three 10-dimensional possibilities: in the first two cases the signature is p4, 0q
and p2, 2q, respectively, for the standard representations C4,0 and C2,2; in the last
case the standard representation is R4, and the complex representation of minimal
dimension is C4 “ R4 b C where the signature is p2, 2q.
If dim h “ 12, then h could be the direct sum of several simple algebras from the
above list due to the partitions 12 “ 6 ` 6 “ 3 ` 3 ` 6 “ 3 ` 3 ` 3 ` 3, but any
such sum is a semisimple Lie algebra of rank 4 and thus cannot be embedded in
the semisimple algebra g of rank 3.
If dim h “ 11, then h could be the direct sum of a 3- and 8-dimensional alge-
bras from the list above. Both sup3q and sup1, 2q naturally embed in g “ sup1, 3q,
and this is the only embedding up to conjugation (the only complex representa-
tion of each of sup3q and sup1, 2q on C4 is, up to equivalence, the direct sum of
the standard 3-dimensional complex representation and the trivial 1-dimensional
one). The centralizer of each of sup3q and sup1, 2q in g is 1-dimensional, which
is apparent in the embeddings up3q, up1, 2q ãÑ sup1, 3q. Thus, neither sup3q nor
sup1, 2q admits a 3-dimensional direct summand in g. Finally, the only nontrivial
complex representation of the algebra slp3,Rq of complex dimension not exceeding
4 is the complexified standard representation C3 “ R3 b C, but it does not possess
any invariant Hermitian form, hence there is no embedding of slp3,Rq in g. This
completes the proof. l
Proposition 2.3. For any proper subalgebra h of g :“ sup2, 2q one has dim h ď 11,
and in the case of equality h is conjugate to the parabolic subalgebra p2, which is
isomorphic to gě0 in the |1|-grading g “ g´1 ‘ g0 ‘ g1.
Remark 2.4. Abstractly, we have p2 “ g0 ‘ g1 “ cop1, 3q i R
1,3, where cop1, 3q :“
sop1, 3q ‘R “ slp2,CqR ‘R. This subalgebra will be considered in detail in Section
3.1 below. There also exists another parabolic subalgebra of g, of dimension 10,
namely the analogue of the parabolic subalgebra from Proposition 2.1 written as
p13 “ g0 ‘ g1 ‘ g2 “ psup1, 1q ‘ R
2q i heis5 in the contact grading, where heis5 :“
C1,1 ‘ R. These are the only parabolic subalgebras of g up to conjugation.
Proof. We follow the same idea as in the proof of Proposition 2.1, but in this situa-
tion there are more subtleties in describing the maximal algebras of g. Again, using
Mostow’s theorem we get either the parabolic subalgebras p2, p13, or pseudotoric
subalgebras (whose dimensions are again at most 9), or semisimple subalgebras.
Thus, we now assume that h is semisimple and use list (2.1).
The case dim h “ 14 is completely analogous to that in the proof of Proposition
2.1. If dim h “ 13, then h could be the direct sum of a 3- and 10-dimensional
algebras, and this time g does have sp-subalgebras of rank 2. Notice first that spp2q
cannot be embedded in g since any maximal compact subalgebra of g is conjugate
to sop4q “ sup2q ‘ sup2q, a subalgebra of dimension 6 ă dim spp2q “ 10. On the
other hand, both spp1, 1q and spp4,Rq do embed in sup2, 2q as can be seen via their
standard representations. Indeed, spp1, 1q acts on H1,1, which can be identified
with C2,2 by forgetting the quaternionic structure except for i, and there is an
invariant Hermitian form. Also, the standard action of the algebra spp4,Rq on
R4 yields an action on C4 and leads to a unique (up to equivalence) nontrivial
complex representation of minimal dimension. The symplectic structure ω0 on R
4
3Throughout the paper we say that a Hermitian form H on Cn has signature pp, qq, with
p` q “ n, if the bilinear form RepHq has signature p2p, 2qq.
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determines the invariant Hermitian form g ` iω on C4 “ R4 ` iR4 of signature
p2, 2q by the formulas gpx1 ` ix2, y1` iy2q :“ ω0px1, y2q ´ω0px2, y1q, ω :“ ω0 ‘ω0,
and this gives the embedding spp4,Rq ãÑ sup2, 2q. However, a direct computation
shows that the centralizer of each of spp1, 1q, spp4,Rq in g is trivial, hence neither
subalgebra admits a 3-dimensional direct summand in g.
The case dim h “ 12 is analogous to that in the proof of Proposition 2.1, and
for dim h “ 11 the only semisimple subalgebra could be the direct sum of a 3-
dimensional and 8-dimensional algebras. Among the latter only sup1, 2q embeds in
g, and the centralizer of this embedding is easily seen to be 1-dimensional. Thus,
sup1, 2q does not admit a 3-dimensional direct summand in g. The proof is complete.
l
Remark 2.5. In parallel with Proposition 2.1 we note that every 10-dimensional
subalgebra of sup2, 2q is conjugate to one of p13 (as described in Remark 2.4),
sop1, 3q i R1,3 Ă p2, spp1, 1q, spp4,Rq.
2.2. A gap phenomenon for the symmetry algebra of a 5-dimensional
CR-hypersurface. Let first M be a connected smooth CR-hypersurface. Recall
that an infinitesimal CR-automorphism of M is a smooth vector field on M whose
flow consists of CR-transformations. We denote the Lie algebra of all such vector
fields by autpMq and the Lie algebra of germs of infinitesimal CR-automorphisms
of M at a point p by autpM,pq.
From now on, we assume that M is real-analytic. The main object of our
study is the Lie subalgebra holpMq Ă autpMq of real-analytic infinitesimal CR-
automorphisms ofM . In the real-analytic category, holpMq is exactly the symmetry
algebra spMq ofM and often, when there is no fear of confusion, we denote it simply
by s. For p P M one can also consider the Lie subalgebra holpM,pq Ă autpM,pq of
germs of real-analytic infinitesimal CR-automorphisms of M at p. Clearly, holpMq
may be viewed as a subalgebra of holpM,pq for any p. By [AF, Theorem 1.12], the
CR-hypersurfaceM admits a closed real-analytic CR-embedding as a hypersurface
in a complex manifold M, and it is not hard to show (see, e.g., [BER, Proposi-
tion 12.4.22]) that every real-analytic infinitesimal CR-automorphism defined on
an open subset U ĂM is the real part of a holomorphic vector field defined on an
open subset U ĂM with U ĂMX U . In what follows we will often speak about
an element of holpMq either as a holomorphic vector field, say V , defined near M
in M or as 2RepV q restricted to M , without mentioning this difference explicitly.
We always assume M to be holomorphically nondegenerate. The condition of
holomorphic nondegeneracy for a real-analytic hypersurface in complex space was
introduced in [S] and requires that for every point of the hypersurface there exists
no nontrivial holomorphic vector field tangent to the hypersurface near the point.
Discussions of this condition can be found in [BER, §11.3], [Eb] but for the pur-
poses of this paper we will only require the fact, stated in [BER, Corollary 12.5.5],
that the holomorphic nondegeneracy ofM is equivalent to the finite-dimensionality
of all the algebras holpM,pq. Notice that together with [BER, Proposition 12.5.1]
this corollary implies that the finite-dimensionality of holpM,p0q for some p0 P M
implies the finite-dimensionality of holpM,pq for all p PM . It is clear that for a holo-
morphically nondegenerate M the symmetry algebra holpMq is finite-dimensional.
Also, in this case for every p PM there exists a connected neighborhood U of p in
M for which the natural map holpUq Ñ holpM,pq is surjective; for any such U we
have holpM,pq “ holpU, pq “ holpUq.
In the present paper we focus on the case dimM “ 5. Recall from the intro-
duction (see Conjecture 1.1) that in this situation Dmax :“ maxM dim holpMq “ 15
and that dim holpMq “ 15 implies that M is spherical on a dense open subset.
In our first main result below, we improve on this statement by demonstrating
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that dim holpMq “ 15 in fact yields that M is spherical everywhere and also show
that for the symmetry algebra a gap phenomenon occurs, namely, that several val-
ues immediately below the maximal value 15 are not realizable as dim holpMq for
any M .
THEOREM 2.6. Assume that a real-analytic connected 5-dimensional CR-hyper-
surface M is holomorphically nondegenerate. Then for its symmetry algebra s “
holpMq one has either dim s “ 15 and M is spherical (with Levi form of signature
p2, 0q or p1, 1q everywhere), or dim s ď 11. Furthermore, if dim s “ 11, then on a
dense open subset M is spherical with Levi form of signature p1, 1q.
Proof. There exists a proper real-analytic subset V ĂM such that the complement
MzV is either (i) Levi nondegenerate or (ii) uniformly Levi-degenerate of rank 1
and 2-nondegenerate (see [BER, §11.1] for the definition of k-nondegeneracy). In
case (ii), by [IZ, Corollary 5.4] one has dim s ď 10. In case (i), if M is nonspherical
at some p P MzV , by [Kr] we have dim s ď 8. Thus, using Propositions 2.1, 2.3,
we conclude that one of the following possibilities occurs: (a) dim s “ 15, the
manifold MzV is spherical with Levi form of signature p2, 0q (resp. of signature
p1, 1q) everywhere, and s “ sup1, 3q (resp. s “ sup2, 2q), or (b) dim s ď 11, and the
equality holds only if MzV is spherical with Levi form of signature p1, 1q.
To prove the theorem, we only need to consider case (a) and show that M is
spherical at the points of V . Let S :“ SUp1, 3q (resp. S :“ SUp2, 2q) provided s “
sup1, 3q (resp. s “ sup2, 2q). If the orbit of every point of V under the corresponding
local action of S is open, then M is spherical as required. Another possibility is
the existence of a local S-orbit Γ in V . As Γ has positive codimension in M and
the orbit of every point in MzV is open due to sphericity, Γ is a singular orbit.
Let us prove that no such orbit can in fact occur. Locally near p0 P Γ we have
Γ “ S{R, thus the Lie algebra s has a subalgebra r with 11 ď dim r ď 15. If
s “ sup1, 3q, by Proposition 2.1 the only possibility is r “ s. This means that
Γ “ tp0u, so the action has a fixed point. Then by Guillemin-Sternberg’s theorem
(see [GS, pp. 113–115]), the action of the semisimple algebra sup1, 3q is linearizable
near p0, and we obtain a nontrivial 5-dimensional representation of sup1, 3q. But the
lowest-dimensional representation of sup1, 3q is the standard C1,3 of real dimension
8, which is a contradiction.
Similarly, for s “ sup2, 2q in the case r “ s we obtain a contradiction. However,
in this situation, by Proposition 2.3, the subalgebra r can be also conjugate to the
subalgebra p2 of dimension 11. In this case Γ is 4-dimensional, and, considering the
action of g0 “ cop1, 3q on g´1 in the |1|-grading on s, we notice that sop1, 3q Ă g0 Ă
r Ă s fixes the point p0 and acts on Tp
0
pΓq as on the standard representation R1,3, up
to an automorphism (see Section 3.1 for details). Since sop1, 3q is simple, we again
invoke Guillemin-Sternberg’s theorem and obtain a nontrivial linearization near
p0 PM . This yields a representation of sop1, 3q that is the sum of the representation
on R1,3 and the trivial one. Thus, no local orbit of SOp1, 3q near the point p0 is
open (in fact all such orbits have codimension greater than 1).
Recall now that due to the sphericity of MzV , for every point in this subset
the isotropy subalgebra is (a conjugate of) the subalgebra p13 Ă sup2, 2q described
in Remark 2.4. On the other hand, it is straightforward to see that for a generic
element g P SUp2, 2q arbitrarily close to the identity, the Lie subalgebra sop1, 3q Ă
sup2, 2q is transversal (as a vector space) to the conjugate Adg p13, i.e., dim sop1, 3qX
Adg p13 “ 1. Therefore, arbitrarily close to p0 one can find a point whose local
SOp1, 3q-orbit is open inM , which contradicts our earlier conclusion. We have thus
shown that the local action of S has no singular orbits, and the proof is complete.
l
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Remark 2.7. One can replace the argument in the last paragraph of the proof of
Theorem 2.6 with the following argument. As before, we linearize the action of
sop1, 3q near p0 and, in addition, notice that the local action of the group COp1, 3q
on pΓ, p0q » pR
4, 0q has one closed orbit (the null-cone) and three open ones: the
positive and negative timelike orbits and the spacelike orbit. Consider a point inM
that, with respect to the linearizing coordinates, lies in the positive timelike region.
It has a neighborhood U ĂM foliated by local 4-dimensional COp1, 3q-orbits, and
we call this foliation F . The isotropy subalgebra of any point p P U is conjugate to
sop3q, and the isotropy representation on TppFq “ R
4 is, up to an automorphism,
the sum of the standard and trivial representations. As this representation preserves
no complex structure, the foliation F cannot be complex anywhere, i.e., the CR-
distribution HpMq intersects F transversally everywhere. Consider the distribution
L :“ HpMq X T pFq of rank 3 and the complex line distribution Π :“ L X JL.
Observe that Π is COp1, 3q-invariant. On the other hand, it is not hard to see
that the isotropy subalgebra at p preserves no 2-dimensional subspaces, and this
contradiction finalizes the proof. Notice that this second argument does not rely on
the sphericity (or even Levi-nondegeneracy) property of MzV . In fact, combined
with the second and third paragraphs of the proof of Theorem 2.6, it shows that
no 5-dimensional real-analytic CR-hypersurface admits a local action of either of
the groups SUp1, 3q, SUp2, 2q with an orbit of positive codimension.
3. Examples of CR-hypersurfaces with dim s “ 11
We will now elaborate on the case dim s “ 11 as stated in Theorem 2.6 and show
that it is in fact realizable. More precisely, in our second main result below we will
give a countable number of pairwise nonequivalent examples with dim s “ 11. By
Proposition 2.3, if dim s “ 11, the algebra s is isomorphic to p2 “ cop1, 3q i R
1,3 Ă
sup2, 2q, and we start by collecting basic facts on this subalgebra.
3.1. The subalgebra p2. Realize sup2, 2q as
sup2, 2q “
"
X “
ˆ
A B
C ´A˚
˙
: A P glp2,Cq,TrpAq P R, B “ B˚, C “ C˚
*
,
where the lower-triangular, block-diagonal and upper-triangular parts give g´1, g0
and g1, respectively (cf. Proposition 2.3 and Remark 2.4). In what follows we
identify
ˆ
A 0
0 ´A˚
˙
with A,
ˆ
0 B
0 0
˙
with B,
ˆ
0 0
C 0
˙
with C and understand
commutators among A, B, C as those among the corresponding extended matrices.
The action of g0 “ slp2,CqR ‘ R on g´1 is
(3.1) rA,Cs “ ´pA˚C ` CAq,
and, as was stated in the proof of Theorem 2.6 in Section 2, the induced action of
slp2,CqR “ sop1, 3q is, up to an automorphism, its standard action on R
1,3. This
can be seen by writing any Hermitian matrix C as
C “
ˆ
t` z x´ iy
x` iy t´ z
˙
, with t, x, y, z P R,
and identifying g´1 with R
1,3 by means of the 4-tuple pt, x, y, zq.
Similarly, the action of g0 on g1 is rA,Bs “ AB`BA
˚, which corresponds to the
standard action of slp2,CqR “ sop1, 3q on R
1,3. This fact yields structure relations
for p2 as shown below.
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Let tXk, X
i
k, Ruk“1,2,3, and tVℓuℓ“1,2,3,4 be the following bases in slp2,CqR ‘ R
and the space of Hermitian 2ˆ 2-matrices, respectively:
X1 :“
ˆ
0 0
1 0
˙
, X i1 :“
ˆ
0 0
i 0
˙
, X2 :“
ˆ
1
2
0
0 ´ 1
2
˙
, X i2 :“
ˆ
i
2
0
0 ´ i
2
˙
,
X3 :“
ˆ
0 ´1
0 0
˙
, X i3 :“
ˆ
0 ´i
0 0
˙
, R :“
ˆ
1
2
0
0 1
2
˙
, V1 :“
ˆ
1 0
0 0
˙
,
V2 :“
ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙
, V3 :“
ˆ
0 i
´i 0
˙
, V4 :“
ˆ
0 0
0 1
˙
.
The nontrivial commutators among the above elements are: for the basis tXkuk“1,2,3
of slp2,Rq Ă slp2,CqR we have rX1, X2s “ X1, rX1, X3s “ 2X2, rX2, X3s “ X3 (and
the commutators involving the superscript i are the obvious consequences); next,
we see that rR, Vℓs “ Vℓ for all ℓ; finally, for the representation of slp2,CqR on g1
we calculate
(3.2)
rX1, V1s “ V2, rX1, V2s “ 2V4, rX
i
1, V1s “ ´V3, rX
i
1, V3s “ ´2V4,
rX2, V1s “ V1, rX2, V4s “ ´V4, rX
i
2, V2s “ V3, rX
i
2, V3s “ ´V2,
rX3, V2s “ ´2V1, rX3, V4s “ ´V2, rX
i
3, V3s “ ´2V1, rX
i
3, V4s “ ´V3.
3.2. The examples. Denote by z “ x` iy, w “ u` iv, t “ τ ` iσ the coordinates
in C3 and for every n “ 1, 2, . . . , let Mn Ă C
3 be the hypersurface defined for
´π{2 ă v ă π{2 by the equation
(3.3) σ “ τ tan
ˆ
1
n
tan´1
eu sin v ´ 2y
eu cos v
˙
.
Notice that Mn is Levi-degenerate precisely at the points of the complex hypersur-
face S :“ t´π{2 ă v ă π{2, t “ 0u “MnXtτ “ 0u and therefore, by Theorem 2.6,
we have dim s ď 11. Clearly, Mn is not minimal, hence not of finite type (in the
sense of Kohn and Bloom-Graham), at any point of S (see [BER, §1.5]).
The complementMnzS has exactly two connected components. They are defined
by the sign of τ and we call them M`n and M
´
n , respectively. A short computation
shows that MnzS is given by
Im
ˆ
ew
tn
˙
“ 2Re
ˆ
1
tn
˙
y, t ‰ 0.
It is then easy to see that near every point in MnzS the holomorphic map
z ÞÑ ´iz, w ÞÑ ´
iew
2tn
, t ÞÑ
1
tn
is a CR-diffeomorphism onto an open subset of the quadric
Repwq “ RepzqReptq
(cf. (1.1)). Hence, MnzS is spherical with Levi form of signature p1, 1q.
We are now ready to state and prove the second main theorem of the paper.
THEOREM 3.1. For every n “ 1, 2, . . . the symmetry algebra of Mn is 11-
dimensional; in fact one has s “ p2. Furthermore, if p1, p2 P S, then for n ‰ k
the germs of the hypersurfaces Mn, Mk at p1, p2, respectively, are not equivalent
by means of a smooth CR-diffeomorphism. In particular, Mn, Mk are not CR-
equivalent even as smooth CR-manifolds.
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Proof. First, for every n we explicitly write a faithful representation by holomorphic
vector fields on C3 of the algebra p2, where for X P p2 the corresponding vector
field is denoted by vfpXq:
(3.4)
vfpX1q :“
B
Bz
, vfpX2q :“ z
B
Bz
`
B
Bw
,
vfpX3q :“ z
2
B
Bz
` p2z ´ ewq
B
Bw
´ ew
t
n
B
Bt
, vfpX i1q :“ i
B
Bz
` 2ie´w
B
Bw
,
vfpX i2q :“ iz
B
Bz
` ip2ze´w ´ 1q
B
Bw
´ i
t
n
B
Bt
,
vfpX i3q :“ iz
2
B
Bz
` ipew ` 2z2e´w ´ 2zq
B
Bw
` ipew ´ 2zq
t
n
B
Bt
,
vfpRq :“
t
n
B
Bt
, vfpV1q :“ zt
npze´w ´ 1q
B
Bw
´ z
tn`1
n
B
Bt
,
vfpV2q :“ t
np2ze´w ´ 1q
B
Bw
´
tn`1
n
B
Bt
,
vfpV3q :“ it
n B
Bw
` i
tn`1
n
B
Bt
, vfpV4q :“ t
ne´w
B
Bw
.
A straightforward (albeit tedious) calculation now shows that the real parts of the
holomorphic vector fields in (3.4) are indeed tangent toMn, hence s “ p2. Similarly,
for any connected neighborhood U in Mn of a point p P S we have holpUq “ p2.
To prove the second statement of the theorem we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. For all n and p P S we have autpMn, pq “ holpMnq.
Proof. Fix a neighborhood U of p inM such that U` :“ UXM`n and U
´ :“ UXM´n
are connected. As U˘ is spherical with Levi form of signature p1, 1q and M˘n is
simply-connected, we have autpU˘q “ holpU˘q “ sup2, 2q. On the other hand, we
have holpUq “ p2. Hence, there is a copy of p2 in sup2, 2q (conjugate by some
element g˘ P SUp2, 2q to the copy given by upper-triangular matrices as in Section
3.1) that under the isomorphism sup2, 2q – holpU˘q is mapped into the subalgebra
a˘ Ă holpU˘q spanned by the holomorphic vector fields in the right-hand side of
(3.4) restricted to either tτ ą 0u or tτ ă 0u, respectively. Under this isomorphism,
by relation (3.1) every element U P g˘ g´1 pg
˘q´1 (where g´1 is given by lower-
triangular matrices) is mapped to a holomorphic vector field XU defined near U
˘
such that
rvfpRq, XU s “ ´XU ,
which implies that XU has the form
(3.5) XU “ t
´nApz, wq
B
Bz
` t´nBpz, wq
B
Bw
` t´pn`1qCpz, wq
B
Bt
,
where A, B, C are holomorphic functions.
Now, fix a vector field X representing an element of autpMn, pq and show that
X P holpMnq. Choose a neighborhood U of p in M as above in which X is defined
and consider the restrictions X˘ :“ X |U˘ P hpU
˘q. Then X˘ is the sum of an
element in a˘ and the real part of a vector field of the form (3.5) restricted to U˘.
As X is smooth, we then see that X˘ P a˘, and it follows from (3.4) that X`
and X´ glue together into an element of holpMnq. Hence autpMn, pq “ holpMnq as
required. l
We will now prove the second statement of the theorem. First of all, it follows
from (3.4) that SLp2,CqR acts real-analytically on Mn for every n and that S is an
orbit of this action. In fact, it is not hard to see that the real parts of the vector
fields vfpX1q, vfpX2q, vfpX
i
1q, vfpX
i
2q generate 1-parameter subgroups of the group
of (global) real-analytic CR-automorphisms ofMn and for every pair of points in S
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there exists a composition of elements of these subgroups mapping one point into
the other. Therefore, it suffices to show that the germs of Mn, Mk at the origin are
not smoothly CR-equivalent if n ‰ k.
Assume the opposite and let F : pMn, 0q Ñ pMk, 0q be the germ of a smooth CR-
isomorphism at the origin. We then obtain an isomorphism between the Lie algebras
autpMn, 0q, autpMk, 0q, hence, by Lemma 3.2, an isomorphism between holpMnq,
holpMkq, and therefore an automorphism of p2. Notice that 〈V1, V2, V3, V4〉 is the
commutant of the radical subalgebra 〈R, V1, V2, V3, V4〉 of p2, which implies that
any automorphism of p2 takes R to itself. It then follows that
F˚
ˆ
2Re
ˆ
t
k
B
Bt
˙ ˇˇˇ
Mk
˙
“ 2Re
ˆ
t
n
B
Bt
˙ ˇˇˇ
Mn
,
where the vector fields are identified with their germs at the origin. This is, however,
impossible as the spectrum of 2Re
`
t
k
B
Bt
˘
|Mk at the origin is p0, 0, 0, 0, 1{kq and must
be preserved by F˚ up to a permutation. This completes the proof. l
From Theorems 2.6, 3.1 we now obtain the value of the submaximal dimension
of the symmetry algebra s:
Corollary 3.3. For the class of real-analytic connected holomorphically nondegen-
erate 5-dimensional CR-hypersurfaces one has Dsmax “ 11.
Next, recalling the result of [KS] stated in the introduction (see also [IK]), we
observe that it has the following analogue for n “ 2:
Corollary 3.4. For a real-analytic connected holomorphically nondegenerate 5-
dimensional CR-hypersurface M and a point p PM , the condition dim holpM,pq ą
11 implies that M is spherical near p, and this estimate is sharp.
Proof. We only need to prove the sharpness of the estimate dim holpM,pq ą 11,
which is a consequence of the fact, noted in the proof of Theorem 3.1, that for any
point p P S and all n one has holpMn, pq “ p2. l
4. Background for Theorem 3.1
In this section we explain how the examples from Theorem 3.1 were constructed.
They are not a product of mere guesswork; rather, we searched for such examples
in a systematic way. Our search strategy is summarized in Theorem 4.5 stated at
the end of the section, which is a result of independent interest.
Suppose that M is a CR-hypersurface with s “ p2 as in Theorem 2.6. We
looked for potential examples assuming the existence of a local P -orbit of positive
codimension in M , where the group P :“ pSLp2,CqR ˆ Rq ˙ R
4 has p2 as its Lie
algebra. For instance, such an orbit exists if M is simply-connected. Indeed,
otherwise M would be spherical with Levi form of signature p1, 1q, and the simply-
connectedness of M would then imply that s “ sup2, 2q.
Fix a point p0 in a positive-codimensional P -orbit. Our arguments are based
on considering the local orbit of p0, say Σ, under the induced local action of the
group SLp2,CqR Ă P . Since Σ has positive codimension in M as well, the isotropy
subalgebra of p0 under the SLp2,CqR-action has dimension at least 2. As we will
see in Proposition 4.7 at the end of this section, Σ is far from being arbitrary; in
fact it is either a complex curve or a complex surface in M .
4.1. Subalgebras of slp2,CqR and local SLp2,CqR-orbits.
Proposition 4.1. Every subalgebra of slp2,CqR of dimension 2 ď d ă 6 is conjugate
to one of
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d “ 4: bR where b is the Borel subalgebra
"ˆ
b a
0 ´b
˙
: a, b P C
*
;
d “ 3: slp2,Rq, sup2q, and R1pφq i R2 “
"ˆ
b eiφ a
0 ´b eiφ
˙
: a P C, b P R
*
Ă bR
for some φ P R;
d “ 2: cR where c is the Cartan subalgebra tdiagpa,´aq : a P Cu, nR where
n is the Abelian subalgebra
"ˆ
0 a
0 0
˙
: a P C
*
, and the solvable subal-
gebra sol2 :“
Bˆ
1 0
0 ´1
˙
,
ˆ
0 1
0 0
˙F
.
Proof. As in the proofs of Propositions 2.1, 2.3, we again use Mostow’s theorem
to list the maximal subalgebras of slp2,CqR. The only parabolic subalgebra, up to
conjugation, is bR. Its every codimension 1 subalgebra is conjugate to R
1pφq i R2
for some φ P R. Furthermore, in dimension 3 one also has two simple subalgebras of
slp2,CqR, namely slp2,Rq and sup2q. Next, any pseudotoric subalgebra of slp2,CqR
is conjugate to cR. The other 2-dimensional subalgebras are given by specializing
the number of semisimple generators: 1 for sol2 and 0 for nR. l
Remark 4.2. The simple classification in Proposition 4.1 has been rediscovered sev-
eral times, especially when describing subalgebras of the Lorentz algebra sop1, 3q
(see, e.g., [PWZ] and references therein), and we only provide it here for the com-
pleteness of our exposition. To augment the above classification, we also note that
all 1-dimensional subalgebras of slp2,CqR are specified by Jordan normal forms.
As the following proposition shows, not all the subalgebras from Proposition 4.1
are realizable as isotropy subalgebras in the case at hand.
Proposition 4.3. The isotropy subalgebra h Ă slp2,CqR of the point p0 P Σ is
conjugate to one of bR, cR, nR.
Proof. Let d :“ dim h. For d “ 6 we have Σ “ tp0u, and this case is ruled out by
linearizing the action of h “ slp2,CqR and arguing as in the last paragraph in the
proof of Theorem 2.6.
Let d “ 3. In this case the local SLp2,CqR-orbit Σ is 3-dimensional and has
an invariant complex line distribution, namely, T pΣq X JT pΣq. If h is conjugate
to one of the simple algebras slp2,Rq, sup2q, then we have slp2,CqR “ h ` i h, and
therefore the isotropy representation of h is irreducible contradicting the existence
of an invariant rank 2 distribution. If h is conjugate to R1pφqiR2 for some φ, then
the isotropy representation of h is reducible but not decomposable: there exists an
invariant 1-dimensional subspace but no invariant 2-dimensional subspace, which
again leads to a contradiction. This rules out the case d “ 3.
Suppose finally that d “ 2 and h is conjugate to sol2. In this situation, from
the isotropy representation of h one immediately observes that Σ is not complex,
so as in Remark 2.7 we let L :“ HpMq X T pΣq and consider the invariant complex
line distribution LXJL. However, it is easy to see that the isotropy representation
of h has no invariant 2-dimensional subspaces. This completes the proof of the
proposition. l
For future reference, we also state the following lemma, which is obtained by a
direct elementary analysis of the isotropy representation of h as above:
Lemma 4.4. Let h Ă slp2,CqR be the isotropy subalgebra of the point p0 P Σ. If h
is conjugate to cR, then Σ is a complex surface in M . If h is conjugate to bR, then
Σ is either a complex curve or a totally real surface in M .
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4.2. The case of Cartan subalgebras. We will now consider in detail the sit-
uation when the isotropy subalgebra of p0 under the SLp2,CqR-action is (the real-
ification of) a Cartan subalgebra of slp2,Cq. Among the three possibilities listed
in Proposition 4.3, this is perhaps the most interesting one. In fact, as we will see
in Theorem 4.5 below, the examples of Theorem 3.1 arise from this case, and the
arguments presented here explain how exactly we arrived at formulas (3.3), (3.4).
Without loss of generality we may suppose that the isotropy subalgebra, say c˜R,
is spanned by Y0 :“ X1 ` X2 and Y
i
0 :“ X
i
1 ` X
i
2 (here and below we utilize the
notation and commutation relations from Section 3.1 without explicit reference).
By Lemma 4.4, the orbit Σ is a complex surface in M . As Σ is 4-dimensional, it
coincides with the local P -orbit of p0.
Consider the following Borel subgroup of SLp2,Cq:
B :“
#ˆ
eb{2 a
0 e´b{2
˙ ∣∣
∣
∣
∣
a, b P C
+
.
Clearly, BR acts simply transitively on Σ near p0. Set z :“ ´ae
b{2 and w :“ b.
The real and imaginary parts of z,w form a local real coordinate system on Σ
centered at p0. Furthermore, the pair pz,wq defines an SLp2,CqR-invariant com-
plex structure on Σ, which is exactly the complex structure that comes from the
quotient SLp2,Cq{C˜ of complex Lie groups, where C˜ is the Cartan subgroup with
Lie algebra c˜.
Let, as before, b be the Lie algebra of B and consider the following two elements
in it: Y1 :“ ´X3 and Y2 :“ ´X2. With respect to the complex structure defined
by pz,wq, for the fundamental holomorphic vector fields Yˆ0, Yˆ1, Yˆ2 on Σ arising
from Y0, Y1, Y2, respectively, we have
(4.1)
Yˆ0 “
`
´z´ z2
˘ B
Bz
` p´1´ 2z` ewq
B
Bw
,
Yˆ1 “
B
Bz
, Yˆ2 “ z
B
Bz
`
B
Bw
.
Identify Tp
0
pΣq – slp2,CqR{c˜R – bR. It is then easy to find all c˜R-invariant
complex structures on Tp
0
pΣq. In the complex coordinates defined on Tp
0
pΣq by
B{Bz|p0,0q, B{Bw|p0,0q any such structure is given by one of the matrices
˘
ˆ
i 0
0 i
˙
, ˘
ˆ
i 0
2i ´i
˙
,
each of which leads to an integrable SLp2,CqR-invariant almost complex structure
on Σ. Namely, at a point pz, wq we obtain, respectively,
(4.2) J˘
1
pz,wq :“ ˘
ˆ
i 0
0 i
˙
, J˘
2
pz,wq :“ ˘
ˆ
i 0
2ie´w ´i
˙
.
For each k the complex structures arising from J`k , J
´
k are conjugate to each other
and all considerations for them are identical. Therefore, in what follows we will
focus on J`
1
and J`
2
. Notice that J`
1
is the structure induced by the local complex
coordinates pz,wq as discussed above. It is also not hard to check that J`
2
is induced
by the local complex coordinates pz˚,w˚q :“ pz, lnpz´ z¯` ewqq.
Let xY0, xY1, xY2, xY i0 , xY i1 , xY i2 be the fundamental holomorphic vector fields with
respect to the structure J`
2
on Σ arising from Y0, Y1, Y2, Y
i
0 , Y
i
1 :“ ´X
i
3, Y
i
2 :“
´X i2, respectively. Clearly, Re Yˆj “ RexYj for j “ 0, 1, 2. In the coordinates
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pz˚,w˚q these vector fields are written as follows:
(4.3)
xY0 “ ´ `z˚ ` z˚2˘ B
Bz˚
`
´
´1´ 2z˚ ` ew
˚
¯ B
Bw˚
,
xY1 “ B
Bz˚
, pY2 “ z˚ B
Bz˚
`
B
Bw˚
,
xY i
0
“ ´i
`
z˚ ` z˚2
˘ B
Bz˚
´ i
´
´1´ 2z˚ ` ew
˚
` 2z˚e´w
˚
` 2z˚2e´w
˚
¯ B
Bw˚
,
xY i
1
“ i
B
Bz˚
` 2ie´w
˚ B
Bw˚
, xY i
2
“ iz˚
B
Bz˚
´ ip1´ 2z˚e´w
˚
q
B
Bw˚
.
Recall now that the manifold M can be regarded as a closed hypersurface in a
3-dimensional complex manifold M. We will write the effective action of p2 on M
as a monomorphism into the algebra of holomorphic vector fields defined in some
fixed neighborhood ofM inM. As above, we will use the notation vfpXq to denote
the image of X P p2.
Everywhere below all holomorphic vector fields will be written in local holomor-
phic coordinates pz, w, tq in M centered at p0. The coordinates can be chosen to
satisfy the following two conditions. First of all, we require that Σ “ tt “ 0u.
Secondly, notice that since each pair of vectors Yˆ1pp0q, Yˆ2pp0q and xY1pp0q, xY2pp0q is
complex-linearly independent and rY1, Y2s “ Y1, one can pick pz, w, tq so that
(4.4) vfpY1q “
B
Bz
, vfpY2q “ z
B
Bz
`
B
Bw
(cf. (4.1), (4.3)).
For the structure J`
1
one then has pz, wq|Σ “ pz,wq and vfpYjq|Σ “ Yˆj , whereas
for the structure J`
2
one has pz, wq|Σ “ pz
˚,w˚q and vfpYjq|Σ “ xYj , j “ 1, 2.
Furthermore, as rY0, Y1s “ Y1 ` 2Y2 and rY0, Y2s “ ´Y0 ´ Y2, we obtain
(4.5)
vfpY0q “
`
´z ´ z2 ` f1ptqe
2w
˘ B
Bz
`p´1´ 2z ` f2ptqe
wq
B
Bw
` f3ptqe
w B
Bt
,
where fj are holomorphic and satisfy f1p0q “ f3p0q “ 0, f2p0q “ 1 (cf. (4.1), (4.3)).
We stress here that the form of the vector fields vfpY i0 q, vfpY
i
1 q, vfpY
i
2 q is determined
by picking one of the two almost complex structures J`
1
, J`
2
(cf. (4.3)).
We will now consider five cases depending on whether or not the value f 13p0q
and/or the function f3 is nonzero as well as on the choice of the almost complex
structure J`k .
Case 1. Suppose that f 13p0q “ 0 but f3 ‰ 0. In this situation, we will make a
formal (possibly divergent) change of variables to ensure that in formula (4.5) one
has f1 “ 0, f2 “ 1. The fact that the change of variables is only formal is not going
to affect our arguments below. Indeed, we will use certain commutation relations
to show that some vector field arising from the action of p2 is zero and thus obtain
a contradiction with the effectivity of the action. It is clear that this conclusion is
independent of formal changes of variables.
Let us transform the variables pz, w, tq as follows:
(4.6) z ÞÑ z ` F ptqew, w ÞÑ w `Gptq, t ÞÑ t,
where F and G are formal power series with vanishing constant term. It is easy to
check that such a transformation preserves the form (4.4) of vfpY1q, vfpY2q. Hence,
it also preserves the form (4.5) of vfpY0q, and the functions fj can be shown to
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change as
(4.7)
f1 ÞÑ f
˚
1
:“ pf1 ` Ff2 ` F
1f3 ` F
2qe´2G,
f2 ÞÑ f
˚
2
:“ pf2 `G
1f3 ` 2F qe
´G,
f3 ÞÑ f
˚
3
:“ f3e
´G.
Since f 13p0q “ 0, it is clear that one can find a formal power series F for which
f˚
1
“ 0. With F chosen in this way, one can analogously determine a formal power
series G that insures f˚
2
“ 1. Thus, setting f :“ f˚
3
, we write vfpY0q as
(4.8) vfpY0q “
`
´z ´ z2
˘ B
Bz
` p´1´ 2z ` ewq
B
Bw
` fptqew
B
Bt
,
where f 1p0q “ 0 (cf. (4.5)).
As rR, Y1s “ 0, rR, Y2s “ 0, it follows from (4.4) that
(4.9) vfpRq “ a1ptqe
w B
Bz
` b1ptq
B
Bw
` c1ptq
B
Bt
,
and the identity rR, Y0s “ 0 together with formula (4.8) yields
(4.10) a1 ` fa
1
1 “ 0, b1 ´ fb
1
1 ´ 2a1 “ 0, f
1c1 ´ fc
1
1 ` fb1 “ 0.
Since f 1p0q “ 0, equations (4.10) together with power series decomposition imply
(4.11) a1 “ 0, b1 “ 0, c1 “ kf,
where k P Czt0u.
Next, as rY1, V1s “ 0 and rY2, V1s “ ´V1, we see
(4.12) vfpV1q “ a2ptq
B
Bz
` b2ptqe
´w B
Bw
` c2ptqe
´w B
Bt
.
The identity rR, V1s “ V1 together with (4.9), (4.11) now leads to
a2 ´ kfa
1
2 “ 0, b2 ´ kfb
1
2 “ 0, c2 ´ kfc
1
2 ` kf
1c2 “ 0.
Since f 1p0q “ 0, analyzing the above equations analogously to (4.10), we obtain
a2 “ 0, b2 “ 0, c2 “ 0. Hence vfpV1q “ 0, which is impossible since the p2-action is
effective.
Case 2. Suppose next that in (4.5) we have f3 “ 0 and the almost complex
structure induced on Σ by M is J`
1
(see (4.2)). By solving the system
f1 ` Ff2 ` F
2 “ 0,
f2 ` 2F “ e
G
for F and G (see (4.6), (4.7)), we can assume that in (4.5) one also has f1 “ 0,
f2 “ 1, i.e.,
(4.13) vfpY0q “
`
´z ´ z2
˘ B
Bz
` p´1´ 2z ` ewq
B
Bw
.
Next, as in Case 1, we see that vfpRq, vfpV1q have the forms (4.9), (4.12), respec-
tively. Furthermore, the identity rR, Y0s “ 0 together with formula (4.13) yields
a1 “ 0, b1 “ 0 (cf. (4.11)). Then the identity rR, V1s “ V1 leads to
(4.14) a2 ´ c1a
1
2 “ 0, b2 ´ c1b
1
2 “ 0, c2 ´ c1c
1
2 ` c
1
1c2 “ 0.
Let β :“ c11p0q. As c2p0q “ 0, relations (4.14) together with power series decom-
position immediately imply that if β ‰ 1{n for any n P N, then vfpV1q “ 0, which
contradicts the effectiveness of the p2-action. Therefore, β “ 1{n for some n P N,
and by changing the variable t one can assume that
(4.15) R “
t
n
B
Bt
.
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For β “ 1{n from (4.14) we deduce
(4.16) a2 “ qt
n ` optnq, b2 “ rt
n ` optnq, c2 “ st
n`1 ` optn`1q
where q, r, s P C. Notice that the condition q “ r “ s “ 0 implies vfpV1q “ 0, thus
at least one of q, r, s is nonzero.
We will now utilize a number of commutation relations among vector fields aris-
ing from the action of slp2,CqR. In all such relations we will only focus on the
coefficients at tB{Bt, which will yield constraints on some of the functional param-
eters involved. Write vfpY i2 q in general form as
(4.17) vfpY i2 q “ piz `Optqq
B
Bz
` pi `Optqq
B
Bw
` ptc1pz, wq ` optqq
B
Bt
4
(cf. (4.4)). Then, since Y i1 “ rY1, Y
i
2 s, we obtain
(4.18) vfpY i1 q “ pi `Optqq
B
Bz
`Optq
B
Bw
`
ˆ
t
Bc1
Bz
` optq
˙
B
Bt
(cf. (4.4)). Next, from the identities rY1, Y
i
1 s “ 0 and rY
i
1 , Y2s “ Y
i
1 we see
(4.19) c1 “ c˜1ze
´w ` cˇ1pwq,
with c˜1 P C. The relation rY
i
1 , Y
i
2 s “ ´Y1 together with (4.17), (4.18) now yields
c˜1 “ 0. Hence, we have
(4.20) vfpY i1 q “ pi`Optqq
B
Bz
`Optq
B
Bw
` optq
B
Bt
.
Let rpx, y, u, v, τ, σq “ 0 be the equation of M near the origin, where z “ x` iy,
w “ u ` iv, t “ τ ` iσ and grad rp0q ‰ 0. Since Σ “ tt “ 0u lies in M , the linear
part of r at the origin can only contain τ and σ, and without loss of generality
we assume that M is given by an equation of the form σ “ ϕpx, y, u, v, τq, with
ϕpx, y, u, v, 0q “ 0.
Consider the condition that the vector field 2RepRq is tangent to M :
2RepRqpϕ´ σq|σ“ϕ “ 0.
From this condition and formula (4.15) we immediately obtain
(4.21) ϕpx, y, u, v, τq “ τψpx, y, u, vq,
where by scaling the variable t by a complex number we may suppose that ψp0q “ 0.
Next, consider the conditions that the vector fields 2RepvfpYjqq for j “ 0, 1, 2 and
2RepvfpY i1 qq are tangent to M :
(4.22)
2RepvfpYjqqpϕ ´ σq|σ“ϕ “ 0, j “ 0, 1, 2,
2RepvfpY i1 qqpϕ ´ σq|σ“ϕ “ 0.
From the first equation with j “ 1 we see that the function ψ in (4.21) is indepen-
dent of x, so it suffices to study identities (4.22) only for x “ 0. Using formulas
(4.4), (4.5), (4.20) we then deduce
(4.23)
yψy ` ψu “ 0,
Repewqψu ` p´2y ` Impe
wqqψv “ 0,
ψy “ 0,
where the last equation follows by isolating the term linear in τ in the last identity
in (4.22). System (4.23) clearly yields ψ “ 0, which is impossible since in this case
M “ tσ “ 0u is Levi-flat.
4Here and below Optkq (resp. optkq) denotes any function of the form
ř
8
j“k ajpz, wqt
j
(resp.
ř
8
j“k`1 ajpz, wqt
j), where ajpz,wq is holomorphic.
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Case 3. Suppose now that in (4.5) we have f3 “ 0 and the almost complex
structure induced on Σ by M is J`
2
(see (4.2)). As in Case 2, we can assume that
in (4.5) one also has f1 “ 0, f2 “ 1.
We argue as in Case 2, but in this situation the vector field vfpY i1 q, hence the last
equation in system (4.23), changes. To determine the form of vfpY i1 q, we will utilize
a number of commutation relations among vector fields arising from the action of
slp2,CqR and in all such relations only focus on the coefficients at tB{Bt. First, write
vfpY i2 q in general form as
(4.24) vfpY i2 q “ piz `Optqq
B
Bz
´ pi´ 2ize´w `Optqq
B
Bw
` ptcpz, wq ` optqq
B
Bt
(cf. (4.3)). The identity Y i1 “ rY1, Y
i
2 s then implies
(4.25) vfpY i1 q “ pi`Optqq
B
Bz
` p2ie´w `Optqq
B
Bw
`
ˆ
t
Bc
Bz
` optq
˙
B
Bt
(cf. (4.3)). Now, from formulas (4.24), (4.25) and the identities rY1, Y
i
1 s “ 0,
rY i1 , Y2s “ Y
i
1 , rY2, Y
i
2 s “ 0 we see
(4.26) c “ c˜ze´w ` cˇ,
with c˜, cˇ P C. Hence, we have
(4.27) vfpY i1 q “ pi`Optqq
B
Bz
` p2ie´w `Optqq
B
Bw
`
`
c˜te´w ` optq
˘ B
Bt
.
Expression (4.27) leads to the following analogue of system (4.23):
(4.28)
yψy ` ψu “ 0,
Repewqψu ` p´2y ` Impe
wqqψv “ 0,
ψy ´ 2 Impe
´wqψu ` 2Repe
´wqψv ´ Impc˜ e
´wqp1` ψ2q “ 0.
Resolving (4.28) with respect to ψy we get
(4.29) ψy “
p´2y ` eu sin vqpImpc˜q cos v ´ Repc˜q sin vqp1` ψ2q
sin vp4y2 ´ 4yeu sin v ` e2uq
.
It now follows that Impc˜q “ 0 since otherwise the expression in the right-hand side
of (4.29) has no limit at the origin. For Impc˜q “ 0, from (4.28) we see
ψy “ ´
c˜p´2y ` eu sin vqp1 ` ψ2q
4y2 ´ 4yeu sin v ` e2u
,
ψu “
c˜yp´2y ` eu sin vqp1 ` ψ2q
4y2 ´ 4yeu sin v ` e2u
,
ψv “ ´
c˜yeu cos vp1` ψ2q
4y2 ´ 4yeu sin v ` e2u
,
which yields
(4.30) ψ “ tan
ˆ
c˜
4
log
`
cos2 v ` p2e´uy ´ sin vq2
˘˙
.
Clearly, we have c˜ ‰ 0 since otherwise M “ tσ “ 0u is Levi-flat.
We will now utilize the condition that 2RepvfpV1qq is tangent to M :
(4.31) 2RepvfpV1qqpϕ´ σq|σ“ϕ “ 0.
By isolating in (4.31) the terms of order n` 1 in τ we get
(4.32)
Im pqp1` iψqnqψy ` Re
`
rp1 ` iψqne´w
˘
ψu
` Im
`
rp1 ` iψqne´w
˘
ψv ´ Im
`
sp1` iψqne´w
˘
p1` ψ2q “ 0
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(see (4.16)). Writing p1 ` iψq “
a
1` ψ2eiθ with θ :“ tan´1 ψ and setting v “ 0,
ζ :“ 2e´uy, from (4.30), (4.32) we obtain
Im
„ˆˆ
ic˜r
2
` s
˙
ζ2 `
ˆ
c˜r
2
´ c˜q
˙
ζ ` s
˙
einθ

“ 0.
Hence
(4.33) tannθ “ ´
ImpAqζ2 ` ImpBqζ ` ImpCq
RepAqζ2 ` RepBqζ ` RepCq
,
where
A :“
ic˜r
2
` s, B :“
c˜r
2
´ c˜q, C :“ s.
Notice that A, B, C cannot all be equal to zero since otherwise q “ r “ s “ 0,
which contradicts our observation (made in Case 2) that at least one of q, r, s is
nonzero.
On the other hand, from (4.30) for v “ 0 we derive
(4.34) θ “
c˜
4
logpζ2 ` 1q.
Hence, the range of θpζq is a half-line, and therefore the function tanpnθpζqq has
infinitely many zeroes, which contradicts (4.33).
Case 4. Suppose next that α :“ f 13p0q is nonzero and the almost complex
structure induced on Σ by M is J`
1
(see (4.2), (4.5)).
As before, we will utilize a number of commutation relations among vector fields
arising from the action of slp2,CqR and in all such relations focus on the coefficients
at tB{Bt. First of all, arguing as in Case 2, we see that (4.17), (4.18), (4.19) hold
and that c˜1 “ 0. Then, utilizing the relation rY0, Y
i
1 s “ Y
i
1 ` 2Y
i
2 together with
(4.5) we obtain cˇ1pwq “ 0. Therefore, the coefficient at B{Bt in vfpY
i
j q is of the
order optq for j “ 1, 2.
Next, write vfpY i0 q in general form
(4.35)
vfpY i0 q “
`
´iz ´ iz2 `Optq
˘ B
Bz
`p´i´ 2iz ` iew `Optqq
B
Bw
` ptc2pz, wq ` optqq
B
Bt
(cf. (4.5)). From the identities rY i0 , Y1s “ Y
i
1`2Y
i
2 and rY
i
0 , Y2s “ ´Y
i
0´Y
i
2 together
with (4.4), (4.17), (4.18), (4.35) we then see that c2 “ c˜2e
w, with c˜2 P C, and the
relation rY0, Y
i
2 s “ ´Y
i
0 ´Y
i
2 yields c˜2 “ iα. Thus, by (4.35), the coefficient at B{Bt
in vfpY i0 q is iαte
w ` optq.
Using formulas (4.4), (4.5), (4.17), (4.18), (4.35), we now evaluate the vector
fields 2Re pvfpYjqq, 2Re pvfpY
i
j qq, j “ 0, 1, 2, at a point p “ pz, w, tq with t ‰ 0
and expand the resulting vector with respect to the basis 2Re B{Bz|p, ´2Im B{Bz|p,
2Re B{Bw|p, ´2Im B{Bw|p, 2Re B{Bt|p, ´2Im B{Bt|p. This leads to a real 6ˆ6-matrix,
say Appq, and it is easy to see that detAppq “ |α|2 |ew|
2
|t|2 ` op|t|2q, where op|t|2q
denotes a function of pz, w, tq with the property that, being divided by |t|2, for any
fixed z, w it tends to 0 as tÑ 0. Hence, Appq is nondegenerate for all points p suf-
ficiently close to 0 and not lying in Σ. Thus, the local SLp2,CqR-orbit of any such p
is 6-dimensional, which is impossible since the local SLp2,CqR-action preserves the
5-dimensional manifold M .
Case 5. Suppose finally that α :“ f 13p0q is nonzero and the almost complex
structure induced on Σ by M is J`
2
(see (4.2), (4.5)). By making the change of
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coordinates
z ÞÑ z `
1´ f2ptq
2
ew, w ÞÑ w, t ÞÑ t,
we can suppose that in (4.5) one has f2 “ 1 (see (4.6), (4.7)).
As earlier, we will utilize certain commutation relations among vector fields
arising from the action of slp2,CqR and in all of them focus on the coefficients at
tB{Bt. First of all, arguing as in Case 3, we see that (4.24), (4.25), (4.26) hold.
From (4.5) and the identity rY0, Y
i
1 s “ Y
i
1 ` 2Y
i
2 we then deduce c˜ “ ´2pcˇ ` iαq,
which yields the formulas
(4.36)
vfpY i1 q “ pi`Optqq
B
Bz
` p2ie´w `Optqq
B
Bw
` p´2pcˇ` iαqe´wt` optqq
B
Bt
,
vfpY i2 q “ piz `Optqq
B
Bz
´ pi ´ 2ize´w `Optqq
B
Bw
`
`
´2pcˇ` iαqze´wt` cˇt` optq
˘ B
Bt
.
Next, from the relation rY0, Y
i
2 s “ ´Y
i
0 ´ Y
i
2 as well as (4.5), (4.36), it follows
that
(4.37)
vfpY i0 q “ ´i
`
z ` z2 `Optq
˘ B
Bz
´i
`
´1´ 2z ` ew ` 2ze´w ` 2z2e´w `Optq
˘ B
Bw
`
`
2pcˇ` iαqpz ` z2qe´wt` cˇp´1´ 2zqt´ iαewt` optq
˘ B
Bt
(cf. (4.3)).
We will now consider the matrix Apz, w, tq, as introduced in Case 4 above. From
(4.4), (4.5), (4.36), (4.37) it is not hard to observe
detAp0, 0, tq “ k
ˆ
Im
ˆ
cˇ
α
˙
` 1
˙
|t|2 ` op|t|2q,
with k P Rzt0u. Hence, if Im pcˇ{αq ‰ ´1, the local SLp2,CqR-orbit of p0, 0, tq is
6-dimensional for all sufficiently small nonzero |t|, which is impossible since the
local SLp2,CqR-action preserves the 5-dimensional manifold M . Therefore, we have
(4.38) Im pcˇ{αq “ ´1.
Next, as before, we see that vfpRq, vfpV1q have the forms (4.9), (4.12), respec-
tively. Furthermore, the identity rR, Y0s “ 0 together with (4.5) yields
a1 ` f3a
1
1 ´ 2f1b1 ´ f
1
1c1 “ 0, b1 ´ f3b
1
1 ´ 2a1 “ 0.
Since c1p0q “ 0, it then follows that
(4.39) a1p0q “ 0, b1p0q “ 0.
Let β :“ c11p0q and consider the matrix ARpz, w, tq obtained from Apz, w, tq by
replacing the row corresponding to vfpY i0 q with that arising from vfpRq. From (4.4),
(4.5), (4.9), (4.36), (4.39) it is not hard to see
detARp0, 0, tq “ k pReα Imβ ´ ImαRe βq|t|
2 ` op|t|2q,
with k P Rzt0u. Hence, if α and β are linearly independent over R, the local P -orbit
of p0, 0, tq is 6-dimensional for all sufficiently small nonzero |t|, which is impossible
since the P -action preserves the 5-dimensional manifold M . Therefore, we have
(4.40) β “ µα, µ P R.
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Next, the identity rR, V1s “ V1 along with (4.9), (4.12) yields
(4.41)
a2 ´ c1a
1
2 ` a1b2 ` a
1
1c2 “ 0,
b2 ´ c1b
1
2 ` b1b2 ` b
1
1c2 “ 0,
c2 ´ c1c
1
2 ` b1c2 ` c
1
1c2 “ 0
(cf. (4.14)). As c2p0q “ 0, relations (4.39), (4.41) immediately imply that if β ‰ 1{n
for any n P N, then vfpV1q “ 0, which contradicts the effectiveness of the p2-action.
Therefore, β “ 1{n for some n P N, in which case from (4.39), (4.41) we deduce
that a2, b2, c2 have the form (4.16), where q, r, s P C. Notice that the condition
q “ r “ s “ 0 implies vfpV1q “ 0, thus at least one of q, r, s is nonzero (cf. Case 2).
Also, since β “ 1{n, by (4.40) we have α P R, and by (4.38) we write cˇ “ ρ´ iα for
some ρ P R.
As in Cases 2 and 3, we now express the equation of M near the origin in the
form σ “ ϕpx, y, u, v, τq, with ϕpx, y, u, v, 0q “ 0, where z “ x ` iy, w “ u ` iv,
t “ τ ` iσ. We then write ϕpx, y, u, v, τq “ τψpx, y, u, vq ` opτq5 and focus on the
function ψ, for which we may assume ψp0q “ 0. Next, as in (4.22), consider the
conditions that the vector fields 2RepvfpYjqq for j “ 0, 1, 2 and 2RepvfpY
i
1 qq are
tangent to M and single out the terms linear in τ . From the first equation in (4.22)
with j “ 1 we immediately see that ψ is independent of x, so it suffices to consider
identities (4.22) only for x “ 0. Using formulas (4.4), (4.5), (4.36) we then obtain
(4.42)
yψy ` ψu “ 0,
Repewqψu ` p´2y ` Impe
wqqψv ´ α Impe
wqp1 ` ψ2q “ 0,
ψy ´ 2 Impe
´wqψu ` 2Repe
´wqψv ` 2ρ Impe
´wqp1 ` ψ2q “ 0
(cf. (4.23), (4.28)). System of equations (4.42) can be solved explicitly, and we get
(4.43) ψ “ tan
ˆ
´α tan´1
2e´uy ´ sin v
cos v
´
ρ
2
log
`
cos2 v ` p2e´uy ´ sin vq2
˘˙
(cf. (4.30)).
We will now utilize condition (4.31) of the tangency of 2RepvfpV1qq to M . As
in Case 3, this leads to (4.32), hence, for for θ :“ tan´1 ψ, v “ 0, ζ :“ 2e´uy, to
Im
”´
piρr ´ sqζ2 ` piαr ` ρr ´ 2ρqqζ ` pαr ´ 2αq ´ sq
¯
einθ
ı
“ 0
and to (4.33), where
(4.44) A :“ iρr ´ s, B :“ iαr ` ρr ´ 2ρq, C :“ αr ´ 2αq ´ s.
Notice that A, B, C cannot all be equal to zero since otherwise q “ r “ s “ 0,
which contradicts our observation that at least one of q, r, s is nonzero.
On the other hand, from (4.43) for v “ 0 we obtain
(4.45) θ “ ´α tan´1 ζ ´
ρ
2
logpζ2 ` 1q
(cf. (4.34)). Hence if ρ ‰ 0, the range of θpζq is a half-line, and therefore the
function tanpnθpζqq has infinitely many zeroes, which contradicts (4.33). Thus, it
follows that ρ “ 0. Furthermore, by an elementary analysis of the graph of the
function tanpnθpζqq one notes that the number of its zeroes (resp. poles) is odd
(resp. even) and using (4.33), (4.45) deduces that either α “ ˘1{n or α “ ˘2{n.
5Here opτq denotes any function of the form
ř
8
j“2 ajpx, y, u, vqτ
j , where ajpx, y, u, vq is real-
analytic.
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We will now consider each of these four possibilities separately. Before proceeding,
we record the formulas for the first-order partial derivatives of ψ:
ψy “ ´
2αeu cos vp1 ` ψ2q
4y2 ´ 4yeu sin v ` e2u
,
ψu “
2αyeu cos vp1` ψ2q
4y2 ´ 4yeu sin v ` e2u
,
ψv “ ´
αp2yeu sin v ´ e2uqp1 ` ψ2q
4y2 ´ 4yeu sin v ` e2u
,
which follow directly from (4.42).
Case 5.1. Suppose first that α “ 1{n. In this case formulas (4.33), (4.44) yield
q “ 0, s “ i Imprq{n, where in (4.33) we took into account that for v “ 0 one has
tanpnθpζqq “ ´ζ. Further, (4.32) simplifies to
(4.46) p2e´uy ´ sin vqpP sin v `Q cos vq ´ pP cos v ´Q sin vq cos v “ 0,
where
P :“ 2
`
2 Imprqe´uy2 ´ Reprqy cos v ´ Imprqy sin v
˘
,
Q :“ 2 Imprqy cos v ` Reprqp2y sin v ´ euq
and where we utilized
tannθ “ ´
2e´uy ´ sin v
cos v
.
It is immediate from (4.46) that Imprq “ 0. Hence we have s “ 0, and the last
equation in (4.41) together with (4.16) implies c2 “ 0. It then follows from (4.12),
(4.16) that
(4.47) vfpV1q “ opt
nq
B
Bz
` prtn ` optnqqe´w
B
Bw
,
where r P R.
Next, by (3.2) we have vfpV2q “ rvfpY0q ` vfpY2q, vfpV1qs, which with the help
of (4.4), (4.5), (4.47) yields
(4.48) vfpV2q “ opt
nq
B
Bz
` prtnp2ze´w ´ 1q ` optnqq
B
Bw
´
ˆ
r
tn`1
n
` optn`1q
˙
B
Bt
.
Further, by (3.2) we have vfpV3q “ ´rvfpY
i
2 q, vfpV2qs, which together with (4.36),
(4.48) implies
vfpV3q “ opt
nq
B
Bz
´ pirtn ` optnqq
B
Bw
´
ˆ
ir
tn`1
n
` optn`1q
˙
B
Bt
.
Finally, by (3.2) we have vfpV4q “ rvfpY0q`vfpY2q, vfpV2qs{2, and using (4.4), (4.5),
(4.48) obtain
vfpV4q “ opt
nq
B
Bz
` prztnpze´w ´ 1q ` optnqq
B
Bw
´
ˆ
rz
tn`1
n
` optn`1q
˙
B
Bt
.
Observe now that the examples from Theorem 3.1 are obtained from the situation
of Case 5.1 by taking into account only the linear term with respect to τ in the
expression for the defining function ϕ ofM and only the terms of the lowest possible
orders with respect to t in the expressions for the vector fields computed here, as
well as by applying the following automorphism of p2:
X1 ÞÑ ´X3, X2 ÞÑ ´X2, X3 ÞÑ ´X1,
X i1 ÞÑ ´X
i
3, X
i
2 ÞÑ ´X
i
2, X
i
3 ÞÑ ´X
i
1, R ÞÑ R,
V1 ÞÑ V4, V2 ÞÑ V2, V3 ÞÑ ´V3, V4 ÞÑ V1.
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Case 5.2. Suppose next that α “ ´1{n. In this case formulas (4.33), (4.44)
yield q “ r, s “ i Imprq{n, where in (4.33) we took into account that for v “ 0 one
has tanpnθpζqq “ ζ. Further, (4.32) simplifies to
(4.49)
p2e´uy ´ sin vqp2Reprqeu cos v ` P sin v `Q cos vqq`
p2 Imprqeu cos v ` P cos v ´Q sin vq cos v “ 0,
where
P :“ ´2p2 Imprqe´uy2 ´ 3 Imprqy sin v ` Reprqy cos v ` Imprqeuq,
Q :“ 2 Imprqy cos v ` Reprqp2y sin v ´ euq
and where we utilized
tannθ “
2e´uy ´ sin v
cos v
.
It is immediate from (4.49) that Imprq “ 0. Hence we have s “ 0, and the last
equation in (4.41) together with (4.16) again implies c2 “ 0. It then follows from
(4.12), (4.16) that
vfpV1q “ prt
n ` optnqq
B
Bz
` prtn ` optnqqe´w
B
Bw
,
where r P R. Further, arguing as in Case 5.1 we obtain expressions for vfpV2q,
vfpV3q, vfpV4q:
vfpV2q “ prt
np2z ´ ewq ` optnqq
B
Bz
` prtnp2ze´w ´ 1q ` optnqq
B
Bw
`
ˆ
r
tn`1
n
` optn`1q
˙
B
Bt
,
vfpV3q “ ´pirt
new ` optnqq
B
Bz
´ pirtn ` optnqq
B
Bw
´
ˆ
ir
tn`1
n
` optn`1q
˙
B
Bt
,
vfpV4q “ prt
nzpz ´ ewq ` optnqq
B
Bz
` prtnzpze´w ´ 1q ` optnqq
B
Bw
`
ˆ
rpz ´ ewq
tn`1
n
` optn`1q
˙
B
Bt
.
As in Case 5.1, we can now consider the linear term with respect to τ in the
expression for the defining function ϕ of M as well as the terms of the lowest
possible orders with respect to t in the expressions for the corresponding vector
fields, and attempt to construct further examples in the spirit of Theorem 3.1. In
this case the manifold, sayM 1n Ă C
3 is defined for ´π{2 ă v ă π{2 by the equation
(4.50) σ “ τ tan
ˆ
1
n
tan´1
2y ´ eu sin v
eu cos v
˙
.
It is then clear from (3.3) and (4.50) thatMn andM
1
n for every n are CR-equivalent
by means of the mapping
z ÞÑ ´z ` ew ´ 1, w ÞÑ w, t ÞÑ t,
which is biholomorphic on t´π{2 ă v ă π{2u and preserves the origin. Thus, pass-
ing to the lowest-order terms in Case 5.2 leads to the examples given earlier.
Case 5.3. Suppose next that α “ 2{n. In this case formulas (4.33), (4.44) yield
q “ 0, r P R, s “ r{n, where in (4.33) we took into account that for v “ 0 one has
tanpnθpζqq “
2ζ
ζ2 ´ 1
.
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Further, (4.32) simplifies to
(4.51)
r
`
p4e´2uy2 ´ 4e´uy sin v ` sin2 v ´ cos2 vqp4y2 sin v ` 4yeu cos2 v ´ e2u sin vq
´2 cos2 vp2e´uy ´ sin vqp4y2 ´ 4yeu sin v ´ e2uq
˘
“ 0,
where we utilized
tannθ “
2 cos vp2e´uy ´ sin vq
4e´2uy2 ´ 4e´uy sin v ` sin2 v ´ cos2 v
.
Identity (4.51) immediately implies r “ 0, hence q “ r “ s “ 0, which contradicts
our earlier observation that at least one of q, r, s must be nonzero.
Case 5.4. Suppose finally that α “ ´2{n. In this case formulas (4.33), (4.44)
yield q “ r, r P R, s “ r{n, where in (4.33) we took into account that for v “ 0 one
has
tanpnθpζqq “ ´
2ζ
ζ2 ´ 1
.
Further, (4.32) simplifies to
(4.52)
r
`
p4e´2uy2 ´ 4e´uy sin v ` sin2 v ´ cos2 vqp4y2 sin v ´ 4yeu cos2 v
´8yeu sin2 v ` 3e2u sin vq ` 2 cos2 vp2e´uy ´ sin vqp4y2 ´ 4yeu sin v ´ e2uq
˘
“ 0,
where we utilized
tannθ “ ´
2 cos vp2e´uy ´ sin vq
4e´2uy2 ´ 4e´uy sin v ` sin2 v ´ cos2 v
.
Identity (4.52) immediately yields r “ 0, hence q “ r “ s “ 0, which again contra-
dicts our earlier observation that at least one of q, r, s must be nonzero.
We now summarize our findings as follows:
THEOREM 4.5. If the isotropy subalgebras of the points in the local SLp2,CqR-
orbit Σ are conjugate to cR, only Cases 5.1, 5.2 contain examples of CR-hypersur-
faces with dim s “ 11. In fact, the examples in Theorem 3.1 arise from each of the
two cases by collecting the linear term in the expression for the defining function of
M with respect to τ and and the terms of the lowest possible orders with respect to
t in the expressions for the corresponding vector fields.
Remark 4.6. It would be interesting to see whether one can find more examples of
manifolds with dim s “ 11 (or even fully classify all such manifolds) by allowing
higher-order terms in the expressions for ϕ and the vector fields obtained in Cases
5.1 and 5.2.
4.3. Other orbit types. In accordance with Proposition 4.3 and Lemma 4.4, we
have also considered two other cases: (i) when the isotropy subalgebras of the points
in the local SLp2,CqR-orbit Σ are conjugate to nR and Σ is not a complex surface,
and (ii) when the isotropy subalgebras of the points in Σ are conjugate to bR and
Σ is a totally real surface. Both these situations lead to contradictions similar to
the ones we encountered in Cases 1–4 above, thus no examples of manifolds with
dim s “ 11 arise from them. We do not provide details of our calculations here. To
complete the picture, one also needs to look at two more possibilities: (iii) when
the isotropy subalgebras of the points in Σ are conjugate to nR and Σ is a complex
surface, and (iv) when the isotropy subalgebras of the points in Σ are conjugate
to bR and Σ is a complex curve. A quick look at (iii) shows that this case can be
analyzed analogously to the case of Cartan subalgebras in Section 4.2 although we
did not perform all the required calculations in detail. In contrast, (iv) appears
to be quite hard as in this situation only one vector field can be brought to a
canonical form, say B{Bz, and the two remaining variables leave significant freedom
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for reducing the generality of other vector fields (cf. [IY, Chapter I, §4–5]). We did
not attempt to analyze this case.
In particular, we have:
Proposition 4.7. Let M be a CR-hypersurface with s “ p2 as in Theorem 2.6.
Further, let O be a local P -orbit of positive codimension in M , where the group
P “ pSLp2,CqRˆRq˙R
4 has p2 as its Lie algebra (such an orbit always exists if M
is simply-connected). Then O contains a complex submanifold. More precisely, fix
a point p0 P O and consider the local orbit Σ of p0 under the induced local action
of SLp2,CqR Ă P . Then Σ is either a complex surface or a complex curve. In the
former case the isotropy subalgebra of p0 in slp2,CqR is conjugate to one of cR, nR,
and in the latter case to bR.
5. Examples of CR-hypersurfaces with dim s ă 11
In this section we show that all integers between 0 and 10 are also realizable as
symmetry dimensions thus establishing that no more gaps occur for the dimension of
the symmetry algebra of a real-analytic connected holomorphically nondegenerate
5-dimensional CR-hypersurface.
THEOREM 5.1. For a real-analytic connected holomorphically nondegenerate 5-
dimensional CR-hypersurface the possible symmetry dimensions are 0–11 and 15, all
of them are realizable, and for each of these dimensions there is a simply-connected
realization.
Proof. We only need to realize symmetry dimensions 0–10. There are several ways
of doing that and many examples are well-known (see, e.g., [IZ], [Kr] and references
therein for a discussion of dimensions 7, 8, 10). In the proof below, we choose a
uniform approach to realizing dimensions 2–8, 10 by considering holomorphically
nondegenerate hypersurfaces of the form
(5.1) σ “ P pz, z¯, w, w¯q,
where, as before, z, w, t are complex coordinates in C3 with t “ τ ` iσ, and P a
homogeneous polynomial without pluriharmonic terms of degree d ě 2. Explicit
formulas for the components of the symmetry algebra of hypersurface (5.1) were
given in [KMZ, Theorem 1.1], and utilizing Maple one can compute their dimensions
for particular examples.
We experimented with degrees d “ 3, 4 and obtained the following examples
realizing symmetry dimensions 2–8, 10:
dim s “ 2, P “ |z|2pz ` z¯q ` |w|2p´iz ` w ` iz¯ ` w¯q ` zw¯2 ` w2z¯,
dim s “ 3, P “ |z|2pw ` w¯q ` izw¯2 ´ iw2z¯,
dim s “ 4, P “ |z|2pz ` z¯q ` |w|2pw ` w¯q,
dim s “ 5, P “ z2w¯2 ` w2z¯2,
dim s “ 6, P “ |z|2pw2 ` w¯2q,
dim s “ 7, P “ p|z|2 ` |w|2q2,
dim s “ 8, P “ |z|2pw ` w¯q,
dim s “ 10, P “ zw¯2 ` w2z¯.
Notice that for each of the polynomials listed above the corresponding hypersurface
of the form (5.1) is holomorphically nondegenerate since it has points of Levi-
nondegeneracy.
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Next, for the sphere S5 Ă C3 consider the lens space Lm :“ S
5{Zm, with m ą 1,
where Zm acts on C
3 by complex multiplication. It is not hard to show (see, e.g.,
[I1, p. 37]) that the Lie group of CR-automorphisms of Lm is naturally isomorphic
to Up3q{Zm and thus has dimension 9. Clearly, its Lie algebra consists of complete
vector fields in s “ holpLmq. On the other hand, as Lm is compact, every vector
field in s is complete, thus every Lm is an example of a Levi-nondegenerate manifold
with symmetry dimension 9.
There also exist simply-connected examples with symmetry dimension 9. For in-
stance, utilizing Maple, one can compute the symmetry algebra of the hypersurface
(5.2) σ “ |z|2 ` |w|4.
The algebra is spanned by the following 9 vector fields:
iz
B
Bz
, iw
B
Bw
,
B
Bt
,
z
2
B
Bz
`
w
4
B
Bw
` t
B
Bt
,
zt
B
Bz
`
wt
2
B
Bw
` t2
B
Bt
,
i
2
B
Bz
` z
B
Bt
,
1
2
B
Bz
` iz
B
Bt
,ˆ
z2 `
it
2
˙
B
Bz
`
zw
2
B
Bw
` zt
B
Bt
,
ˆ
iz2 `
t
2
˙
B
Bz
`
izw
2
B
Bw
` izt
B
Bt
.
We remark that the symmetry algebras of hypersurfaces of the form (5.1) where
P is a weighted homogeneous polynomial (e.g., as in (5.2)) were studied in [KMZ],
[KM].
Next, notice that the symmetry dimension of a hypersurface of the form (5.1) is
always at least 2 due to the presence of the translations
z ÞÑ z, w ÞÑ w, t ÞÑ t` a, a P R
and the dilations
z ÞÑ bz, w ÞÑ bw, t ÞÑ bdt, b ą 0.
Therefore, to realize 0 and 1 as symmetry dimensions one has to utilize equations of
a different kind. Indeed, a generic hypersurface of the form σ “ F p|z|2, w, w¯, τq has
1-dimensional symmetry algebra, and a generic hypersurface σ “ F pz, z¯, w, w¯, τq
has no symmetries at all. l
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